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 (SC202.0) OTHER THAN WAR (I)

(Y167) by Stephen V. Cole, Texas

All military forces study and prepare for “operations other than
war.” These are situations that employ military units, equipment,
and personnel into dangerous situations which are not “war” mis-
sions, i.e., the objective is not to destroy an enemy or capture terri-
tory. The most typical of these is a rescue mission of one sort or
another, extracting people (usually but not always civilians) from a
dangerous situation. In the situation described in this scenario, a
small colony or station on a planet in neutral territory is about to be
destroyed by a natural disaster of some sort (nova, black hole, ra-
diation) and one (or more) empires send a starship to rescue the
personnel. If two or more empires send a ship, the “foreign” ships
might be helping in the rescue for purely humanitarian reasons, or
intending to trade the rescued personnel for some favor or conces-
sion in the future.

(SC202.1) NUMBER OF PLAYERS: Two or more, each from a
different empire. In theory these should be geographically adjacent
but players can select whatever empires they wish or agree to.

(SC202.2) INITIAL SET UP
TERRAIN: Planet in hex 2215. The planet has an atmosphere.

There are 50 “units” of civilians on “Hex Side A” of the
planet to be rescued by the ships.

EACH PLAYER: Select a ship of 140 or fewer points or any other
number off points the players might mutually select.

YEAR: Players should select a year before setting up the scenario.
This will define the availability of ships, refits, fighters, drone
speeds, and other items. Y167 (before the General War)
is assumed if no other year is selected. Players who want
to use more advanced weapons or ships might select a
year during the General War an ignore the historical situ-
ation entirely, assuming the area to be otherwise at peace.

(SC202.3) LENGTH OF SCENARIO: The scenario continues until
all ships destroyed or have disengaged. Note that the terrain may
destroy the ships, ending the scenario.

(SC202.4) SPECIAL RULES
(SC202.41) MAP: The map is fixed; it does not float. Any unit leav-
ing the map has disengaged and cannot return. The players mutu-
ally agree to each selecting a side of the map as their home space;
their ship can only leave the map from that edge. Units which dis-
engage in unauthorized directions or areas are considered to have
failed in their mission.

(SC202.42) SHUTTLES AND PFs: All shuttles and PFs have warp
booster packs if the year selected allows them.

(SC202.421) MRS shuttles may be purchased [up to the limits
in (J8.5)] under (SC202.431).
(SC202.422) If fighters are used (they are not recommended),
one fighter in any single squadron of 8 to 12 fighters can be an
EW fighter. If not using EW fighters, the EW fighter would be a
standard fighter.
(SC202.423) If PFs are used (they are not recommended) they
might be a full flotilla or individual PFs not part of a flotilla.

(SC202.43) COMMANDER’S OPTION ITEMS
(SC202.431) Each ship can purchase Commander’s Option
Items (e.g., T-bombs, extra Marines, etc.) up to 20% of its com-
bat BPV. See (S3.2) for details and exceptions. Note that what-
ever is spent here counts in the Victory Conditions (S2.2) as
victory points for the enemy.
(SC202.432) Drone speeds will depend on the year selected
for the scenario. Any drone-armed ship can purchase special
drones up to the historical percentages as part of the
Commander’s Option Items, but in this scenario no additional
points are provided by (S3.2).

(SC202.433) If players wish to use the optional rules for Prime
Teams (G32.0), they can purchase such teams (25 points each)
as part of their starting forces (not part of Commander’s Op-
tions).

(SC202.44) REFITS are available depending on the year selected.
(SC202.45) DANGER: The planet is assumed to be in some situa-
tion which endangers the civilians (SC202.62). It is assumed that
the ships cannot do anything to prevent the planet from being af-
fected to some degree that will prevent the civilians from remaining
on the planet. (For example, if the danger was an approaching as-
teroid, the ships could save the civilians with a tractor beam, but in
this case the type of danger is one starships cannot affect.) At the
start of each turn, roll one die and record the result. When the total
number of these die rolls reaches or exceeds 24, the civilians re-
maining on the planet will perish. When the total reaches 29, any
ship or other unit on the map is considered to be destroyed.
(SC202.46) DAMAGE TO SHIPS: Any ship with a down shield (due
to damge or to facilitate transporters) takes one point of damage at
the end of that turn for each shield that is down. Any shuttle  or
fighter that not on board a ship takes one point of damage per turn
that it is on the map (at the end of that turn). This rule might be
surplanted by (SC202.62) below.

(SC202.5) VICTORY CONDITIONS: The objective is to rescue the
civilians. If all civilians are rescued, the ship that rescued the most
is the winner. If some civilians were left behind on the planet or
destroyed on a ship, all of the players have failed but the one who
rescued the most civilians has failed to a lesser degree.

If combat erupts between the ships, and if all civilians are res-
cued, use the Standard Victory Conditions (S2.20).

(SC202.6) VARIATIONS: The scenario can be played again under
different conditions by making one or more of the following changes:
(SC202.61) PLANET: Players might mutually agree to use any kind
of planet, including one without an atmosphere. They might agree
to use a larger planet, and/or to divide the civilians between two or
more hex sides on the planet.
(SC202.62) TERRAIN: Players may mutually agree to select any
one specific type of terrain within the game rules (or one they in-
vent) instead of using (SC202.46).
(SC202.63) COMBAT: Players might agree before the scenario that
they will not fire on each other. Absent such an agreement, players
may decide at any time to initiate hostilities, but the point remains
the rescue of the civilians.

(SC202.631) The “native” empire is prohibited from firing on
shuttlecraft carrying civilians because they are his own citi-
zens; the “foreign” empire is prohibited from firing on shuttles
because this would be a war crime.

(SC202.64) ANCIENT ALIENS: There are no civilians on the planet,
but 50 items of “ancient alien technology” which each ship want to
recover. Rule (SC202.631) is suspended.

(SC202.7) BALANCE: The scenario can be balanced between play-
ers of different skill levels by giving one player more or fewer points
with which to buy their ship.

(SC202.8) TACTICS: You may well win or lose in ship selection, as
you need a ship with lots of transporters and maybe shuttles, but
remember that hostilities may erupt and you should select a ship
that will fight. Otherwise, just get in there and pick up as many as
you can as fast as you can.

(SC202.X) DESIGNER’S NOTES: It was about time we did an SFB
scenario for the newsletter and this one came to mind while read-
ing a book on a similar historical situation.
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